Characterization of the alternative sigma factor sigmaG in Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2).
Using the previously established two-plasmid system for the identification of promoters recognized by a particular sigma factor, we identified two positive DNA fragments that were active only after induced sigG, encoding sigma factor sigmaG of Streptomyces coelicolor A3(2). High-resolution S1-nuclease mapping in the Escherichia coli two-plasmid system identified potential promoters, PG45 and PG54, whose sequences were similar to the consensus sequence of Bacillus subtilis promoters recognized by the general stress-response sigma factor sigmaB. However, both putative sigmaG-dependent promoters were not active in S. coelicolor. Sequence analysis of the regions potentially governed by the promoters revealed a gene encoding a hypothetical protein SCO5555 and the rrnE gene encoding rRNA operon. To confirm that sigG encodes sigma factor, the sigmaG protein was overproduced in E. coli and purified. In an in vitro transcription assay, sigmaG, after complementation with S. coelicolor core RNA polymerase, was able to recognize both sigmaG-dependent promoters and initiate transcription.